Week Ending: November 09, 2018

Top Stories This Week
Amazon Plot Twist: 2 Cities Will Split The 2nd Headquarters
Amazon's second headquarters will be split between two locations, according to two people wit h
knowledge of the discussions. (npr.org)

5G Comes To Apple Phones By 2020
A report says that 5G technology will be arriving for Apple iPhones sometime in 2020. (pymnts.com)

How 'Net Neutrality' Became A Hot-Button Issue
For a fundamentally nerdy subject, net neutrality is pushing a lot of political buttons.
(abcnews.go.com)

Products & Services
Vimeo Launches Channel Just For Holographic Video
Vimeo has a reputation for pushing the boundaries of video technology in a bid to stand out, but it's
taking things a step further. (engadget.com)

Facebook Launches Retail Pop-Up Stores Ahead Of Holiday Season
Facebook is gearing up for the holiday season by launching a small number of pop-up shops around
the United States. (theverge.com)

Emerging Technology
Chinese ‘Gait Recognition’ Tech Ids People By How They Walk
Chinese authorities have begun deploying a new surveillance tool: “gait recognition” software that
uses people’s body shapes and how they walk to identify them, even when their faces are hidden
from cameras. (apnews.com)

Drone Fleets Could Find Lost Hikers In Forests Without Using GPS
Drones can already be effective search and rescue tools, but not in densely -packed forests where the
tree cover might block GPS signals. (msn.com)

Mergers, Acquisitions, & Partnerships
AT&T And Prevas Team Up On IoT For Industrial Automation
US telecommunications company AT&T has partnered with Swedish IT and engineering firm Prevas
to create IoT solutions for industrial and healthcare environments. (internetofbusiness.com)
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Moovit Partners With Microsoft To Provide Public Transit Data For Azure Maps
Mobility data startup Moovit today announced that it is integrating its people-driven transportation
platform into Microsoft’s Azure Maps. (venturebeat.com)

Industry Reports
The Top 6 Cable, Satellite And Telco Pay TV Operators In Q3 2018: Ranking Comcast,
Directv, Charter And More
The third-quarter earnings season has wrapped up for the top publicly traded pay TV operators in the
U.S., and it's time to break down the numbers. (fiercevideo.com)

Cloud, Cars And IoT Could Change Grid Cybersecurity
The proliferation of connected devices including electric cars could provide grid operators with an
operational view of cybersecurity threats and change the way the grid is secured, said Karen Evans,
assistant secretary of the Energy Department's Office of Cybersecurity, Energy S ecurity, and
Emergency Response. (fcw.com)

The Technology Shaping The City Of Tomorrow
After suburban lifestyles being the norm for generations of Americans, the pendulum is beginning to
swing back towards urbanism: the United Nations says 54 percent of the world’s population lives in
urban areas today, a proportion that is expected to increase to 66 percent by 2050. (ecnmag.com)
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